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Entropy inequalities and Bell inequalities for two-qubit systems

Emilio Santos
Departamento de Fı´sica, Universidad de Cantabria, Santander, Spain

~Received 12 March 2003; published 17 February 2004!

Sufficient conditions for the nonviolation of the Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequalities in a mixed
state of a two-qubit system are:~1! the linear entropy of the state is not smaller than 0.457;~2! the sum of the
conditional linear entropies is not smaller than20.086;~3! the von Neumann entropy is not smaller than 0.833;
and ~4! the sum of the conditional von Neumann entropies is not smaller than 0.280.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, entangled quantum states give rise
most counterintuitive features. For instance, in class
physics, as well as in all other branches of science exc
quantum mechanics, complete knowledge of a compo
system requires knowledge of every one of its parts. Ind
this is a common definition of ‘‘complete knowledge.’’ I
sharp contrast, in quantum mechanics if we know that t
particles are in a state of zero total spin, our knowledge ab
the spin of the system is complete, the quantum state b
pure, but we have no information at all about the individu
spin of each particle. If the~lack of! information about a
system consisting of two subsystems is formalized by me
of the Shannon entropy,S12, and the information about th
first ~second! subsystem byS1 (S2), the above-mentioned
characteristic of classical information implies the fulfilme
of the entropy inequalities

S12>S1 ,S12>S2 , ~1!

which mean that the ignorance about the whole canno
smaller than the ignorance about a part. In the rest of
paper we shall name Eq.~1! ‘‘entropy inequalities.’’

In quantum mechanics several definitions of entropy h
been proposed with the property that the inequalities an
gous to Eq.~1! are violated in some cases, e.g., in the sing
spin state mentioned above.~For a review of quantum entro
pies see Vedral@1# and references therein.! The most popular
quantum entropy is due to von Neumann, but the m
simple one is the so-called linear entropy which, for a syst
consisting of two subsystems, is defined as

S12ªTr@r~12r!#[12Tr~r2!,

Sjª12Tr~r j
2!, ~2!

wherer is the density matrix of the whole system, andr j is
the reduced density matrix of subsystemj ( j 51,2). An in-
teresting property of the linear entropy is that the violation
the inequality~1! is a necessary condition for entangleme
It holds true in general, not only for two-qubit systems. F
the sake of clarity we give the proof, which is very simple.
fact, a quantum state of the system is separable if, and
if, its density matrix may be written in the form
1050-2947/2004/69~2!/022305~6!/$22.50 69 0223
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where r1k (r2k) are density matrices of the first~second!
subsystem. If we put Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2! we get, using well-
known properties of the density matrices,

S12512(
k

(
l

wkwl Tr1~r1kr1l !Tr2~r2kr2l !

>12(
k

(
l

wkwl Tr1~r1kr1l !

512Tr1F S ( wkr1kD 2G
5S1 ,

where Tr1(Tr2) is the trace in the Hilbert space of the fir
~second! subsystem, and the inequality derives fro
Tr2(r2kr2l)<1. This completes the proof that separability
a sufficient condition for the fulfilment of Eq.~1! for quan-
tum linear entropy. Thus the entropy inequalities give a p
tial characterization of entanglement, partial because sep
bility, although sufficient, is not necessary for the fulfilme
of the inequalities.

Another method for the characterization of nonclassi
states of physical systems or, more specifically, to disco
whether two distant physical systems are entangled is the
of Bell’s inequalities. They have the advantage of connect
quantities which may be measured, at least in principle. A
well known, the violation of a Bell inequality is a sufficien
condition for entanglement~nonseparability!. The more gen-
eral theoretical question of fully characterizing quantu
states compatible with every Bell inequality is still unsolv
~it is solved for pure states, which may violate a Bell i
equality if and only if there is entanglement@2#!. In this
paper we shall consider only the most popular Bell inequ
ties, namely the CHSH~Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt@3#! or
the equivalent Clauser-Horne@4# inequalities@for the proof
of equivalence see below, after Eq.~6!#. Actually there are
other Bell type inequalities, for instance entropic Bell i
equalities, which involve classical entropy, hold true in a
classical theory, but may be violated by quantum mechan
@5,6#.

In summary, it is known that separability implies the fu
filment of both Bell inequalities and quantum entropy i
equalities. Therefore a natural question is to ask whether
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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EMILIO SANTOS PHYSICAL REVIEW A69, 022305 ~2004!
entropy inequalities are stronger or weaker than the Bell
equalities. That question may also have practical releva
for the applications of quantum information theory@7#. The
attempt to get an answer is the main motivation for
present paper. The problem has been already investig
using quantum linear entropy. In fact it has been shown@8#
that the inequality~1! for linear entropy is a sufficient con
dition for all CHSH inequalities. A slightly more powerfu
result is also true, namely that

S2/11S1/2>0, Si / jªS122Sj , ~4!

whereSi / j are called conditional entropies, is sufficient@9#.
This means that, for quantum linear entropy

separability⇒entropy inequalities⇒Bell inequality.
~5!

The specific aim of the present paper is to generalize th
results deriving inequalities weaker than Eq.~1!, involving
quantum~linear and von Neumann! entropy, which are suf-
ficient for the nonviolation of the CHSH or CH inequalitie
for a two-qubit system in any mixed state.

The CHSH inequality is

22<b<2, b[^a1a2&1^a1b2&1^b1a2&2^b1b2&,
~6!

a1 , b1 (a2 , b2) being dichotomic observables, which ma
take only the values11 or 21, for the first~second! qubit
and ^x& means the average of the observablex over many
runs of the same experiment. As is well known the fo
averages should be measured in different experiments, a
them using the same preparation for the two-qubit system
point out that any sufficient condition for the CHSH inequ
ity is also valid for the Clauser-Horne inequality@4#

p~A1!1p~A2!>p~A1A2!1p~A1B2!1p~B1A2!2p~B1B2!,
~7!

whereAj , Bj are observables which may take only the v
ues 1 or 0, andp(X) @or p(XY)] is the probability thatX ~or
both X andY! takes the value 1. In fact, it is enough to pu

aj52Aj21, bj52Bj21,

in Eq. ~6! in order to check thatb<2 implies Eq.~7!.

II. BELL INEQUALITIES AND LINEAR ENTROPY

Theorem 1. In a two-qubit system, a sufficient conditio
for the fulfilment of all CHSH inequalities is that the linea
entropy of the state fulfilsS12>&/221/4.0.457. For any
smaller value ofS12 there are states able to violate the i
equalities.

ProofWe consider quantum observables~Hermitian trace-
less 232 matrices! $a1 ,b1% for the first qubit and$a2 ,b2%
for the second, all observables having eigenvalues 1 or21.
We define a Bell operator@10#, B, by

B5a1^ a21a1^ b21b1^ a22b1^ b2 . ~8!
02230
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Hence it is easy to check that~see the Appendix!

Tr B50, Tr~B2!516, ~9!

and that the inequality~6! is violated if, for some choice of
the Bell operatorB, ubu.2, where

b5Tr~rB!, ~10!

while quantum mechanics just predictsubu<2&. @Equation
~10! follows from Eq.~6! and the linearity of the trace.#

It is the case that not all values ofb andS12 are compat-
ible. In fact, the inequality

TrS r2
1

4
I 1hBD 2

>0, hPR,

whereI is the 434 unit matrix, holds true for allh, which
implies

b2116S12<12, ~11!

where Eq.~9! has been used. This means that there are nr
and B such thatS12, Eq. ~2!, and b, Eq. ~10!, violate the
inequality~11!. However, this inequality provides just a ne
essary condition. In order to fully define a region of comp
ibility in the $b,S12% plane we need a condition which, to
gether with the obvious oneS12>0, is also sufficient. In
order to get that condition we must search for the Bell o
erator,B, and the density matrix,r ~Hermitean, positive, and
having unit trace! that give a maximum of the linear entrop
constrained by Eq.~10! with fixed b. To achieve the goal we
start fixingB @see Eq.~8!# whose eigenvalues we shall lab
j1 ,j2 ,j3 ,j4 , written in decreasing order. These eigenvalu
fulfil @10# ~see the Appendix!

j352j2 , j452j1 ,j1
21j2

258, ~12!

so that the first one,j1P@2,2&#, determines all of them
Now we will solve the said variational problem withr writ-
ten in a basis of the eigenvectors ofB, that is,

(
j 51

4

r j j 51, (
j 51

4

j j r j j 50,

~13!

S12512(
j 51

4

(
k51

4

r jkr k j512(
j 51

4

(
k51

4

ur jku25max,

wherer jk are the components of the matrixr in that basis.
~The last equality follows from the Hermitean character
r.! It is easy to see that the maximum ofS12, for fixed b,
happens when all nondiagonal elements are zero and, co
quently, our problem is reduced to finding the diagonal e
ments, which I shall label$r j% from now on.

In the following we shall assumeb>0, the caseb,0
being similar. Thus it is possible to solve the variation
problem either searching for the maximumS12 compatible
with a givenb, or the maximumb compatible with a given
S12, and the second method will be used now. It may
realized that, given the Bell operatorB and a set of four
5-2
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non-negative numbers whose sum is unity, we may defin
many as 4!524 different density matrices having these nu
bers as diagonal elements. The linear entropy,S12, is the
same for all these density matrices, but the value ofb is
different, the choice giving the maximumb being r 1>r 2
>r 3>r 4 , that is the diagonal elements ofr decreasing with
the eigenvalues ofB. For this choice we get

b5~r 12r 4!j11~r 22r 3!j25~r 12r 4!j11~r 22r 3!A82j1
2,

~14!

where we have taken into account Eq.~12!. Now we choose
B, i.e., j1 , in order to maximizeb and we find

j15
2&~r 12r 4!

A~r 12r 4!21~r 22r 3!2

⇒b258~12S12!216~r 1r 41r 2r 3!. ~15!

After that we shall search for the set$r j% of non-negative
numbers, adding to one, which makeb2 Eq. ~15! a maxi-
mum withS12512Sr j

2 fixed. The solution, written in terms
of b, is

r 15
1

4
1
&

8
b, r 25r 35

1

4
,

r 45
1

4
2
&

8
b if b<&,

~16!

r 15
&

4
b, r 25r 35

1

2
2
&

8
b,

r 450 if &<b<2&.

I point out that, in both cases,j152&, which I shall express
saying that the Bell operator is ‘‘maximal.’’ This leads
@compare with Eq.~11!#

S12
max5

3

4
2

1

16
b2 if ubu<&,

~17!

S12
max5

1

2
1
&

4
ubu2

3

16
b2 if &<ubu<2&,

where we have included the results for negativeb. The state
~16! saturates the bound so that Eq.~17!, plus S12>0, fully
define the region of compatibility in the$b,S12% plane. They
also imply that b<2 whenever S12>&/221/4, which
proves the theorem.

Theorem 2. In a two-qubit system, a sufficient conditio
for the fulfilment of all CHSH inequalities is that the sum
the conditional linear entropies of the state fulfils

S2/11S1/2>&2
3

2
. ~18!

For any smaller value, there are states violating the inequ
ties.
02230
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Proof. Using the Bell state basis it is not difficult to sho
@10# that the reduced density matrices corresponding to st
~16! are

r j5
1

2
I j , ~19!

whereI j is the unit 232 matrix associated to the qubitj. The
sum of conditional entropies for this state fulfils

S2/11S1/25
1

2
2

1

8
b2 if ubu<&,

5
&

2
ubu2

3

8
b2 if &<ubu<2&.

Now we must show that, for a givenb, this value is a maxi-
mum in order to ensure that Eq.~18! implies ubu<2. The
condition for a maximum is thatd(S2/11S1/2)<0 for an ar-
bitrary variation,dr, of the stater, Eq. ~16!, such that

Tr~dr!50, Tr~drB!50. ~20!

The first ~second! equality guarantees the unit trace of th
density matrix~that the value ofb does not change!. We
have

d~S2/11S1/2!52dS122dS12dS2 , ~21!

with

dS125Tr~r2!2Tr@~r1dr!2#

522 Tr~rdr!2Tr~dr2!

52Tr~dr2!,

dSj522 Tr~r jdr j !2Tr~dr j
2!52Tr~dr j

2!.

In the former equation we have removed the first order te
becauseS12 is stationary whenb is fixed for the stater, Eq.
~16!, in the latter equation due to Eq.~19! and the first Eq.
~20!. Thus we get

d~S2/11S1/2!5Tr~dr1
2!1Tr~dr2

2!22 Tr~dr2!. ~22!

A useful bound for the sum of terms involvingdr1 anddr2
may be found from the obvious inequality

Tr~dr2dr1^ I 22I 1^ dr2!2>0,

where I j is the unit 232 matrix for qubit j. After some
algebra, taking the first Eq.~20! into account, this becomes

Tr@dr1
2#1Tr@dr2

2#<Tr@dr2#, ~23!

which, put in Eq.~22!, shows that the sum of conditiona
linear entropies of the state~16! is indeed a maximum for
everyb, thus proving the theorem.
5-3
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III. BELL INEQUALITIES AND VON NEUMANN
ENTROPY

In the following we shall derive similar theorems usin
instead of the linear entropy, the von Neumann entropy

S12ª2Tr~r ln r!, Sjª2Tr~r j ln r j !. ~24!

We begin proving that an inequality like Eq.~4!, in terms of
the von Neumann entropy, is not a sufficient condition
the CHSH inequalities. We consider the following family
states:

r5Z~l!21 exp~lB!, Z~l!ªTr exp~lB!, ~25!

with B an arbitrary Bell operator. It is straightforward t
computeb andS12 from the functionZ(l) and we get

b5
d ln Z

dl
,

S1252
Tr$exp~lB!@lB2 ln Tr exp~lB!#%

Tr exp~lB!

5 ln Z2lb. ~26!

Now we consider more specifically the state

r05Z0~l!21 exp~lB0!, Z0~l!ªTr exp~lB0!, ~27!

B0 being a maximal Bell operator~that is having 2& as an
eigenvalue!. We obtain, writing exp(lB0) in the basis of the
Bell states,

Z0~l!5exp~2&l!1exp~22&l!12

54 cosh2~&l!, ~28!

whence

b52& tanhx, S1252 ln 212 ln coshx22x tanhx,

x[&l.

From these equations we may get a relation betweenb and
S12 for the family of states~27!, namely

S1255 ln 22
&

4
@~2&1b!ln~2&1b!

1~2&2b!ln~2&2b!#. ~29!

Using the Bell state basis it is easy to prove that the redu
density matrices of Eq.~27! are a multiple of the identity,
that is

r j5
1

2
I j⇒S15S25 ln 2. ~30!

From Eqs.~29! and~30! we derive thatS2/11S1/250 cor-
responds tob.62.206, so that an inequality like Eq.~4!,
but using von Neumann entropy, is not a sufficient condit
for the CHSH inequalities. On the other handb562 corre-
02230
r

d

n

sponds toS12.0.833 andS2/11S1/2.0.280, which implies
that, if there are sufficient conditions for the CHSH inequa
ties of the form S12>K1 and S2/11S1/2>K2 , then K1
>0.833 andK2>0.280.

Theorem 3. If a two-qubit system is in a state with densi
matrix r, the inequality

S12>3 ln 22& ln~&11!.0.833,

whereS12 is the von Neumann entropy, is a sufficient cond
tion for the fulfilment of all CHSH inequalities. For an
smaller value ofS12 there are states violating the inequalitie

Proof. We shall prove the theorem in three steps:~1! Fix-
ing a numberbP@22&,2&# and ~the eigenvalues of! a
Bell operatorB, we shall search for a density matrix,r, mak-
ing S12 a maximum compatible with Tr(rB)5b. ~2! Now
we fix only b and search for~the eigenvalues of! the Bell
operator providing the greatestS12. Let us labelK1(b) that
value ofS12. ~3! We shall show thatK1(b)5K1(2b) and
that K1(b) decreases whenubu increases. After that, it be
comes clear thatK1(2) gives the desired sufficient conditio
for the CHSH inequalities. In fact, anyr and anyB leading
to S12>K1(2) would giveubu<2 so that the CHSH inequal
ity will be satisfied.

In the first step we begin fixing the Bell operatorB and
the numberb and we search for the density matrixr making
the von Neumann entropy,S12, stationary with the con-
straints Trr51, Tr(rB)5b. This is a standard variationa
problem which, introducing Lagrange multipliersl and x,
may be stated

d$Tr~r ln r!2l Tr~rB!2x Tr r%

5Tr$dr@ ln r2lB2x11#%50, ~31!

whose solution is of the form of Eq.~25!, B being the given
Bell operator andl fixed by the first Eq.~26!. Still it is
necessary to prove that the solution found for the variatio
problem actually gives a maximum ofS12 ~rather than, e.g., a
minimum!. To do that we use the density operatorr85r
1dr wherer is given by Eq.~25! with &l50.883 anddr
fulfils Eq. ~20!. Hence we obtain

dS1252Tr@~r1dr!ln~r1dr!#1Tr~r ln r!.

We may expand ln(r1dr) in powers of dr up to second
order. The expansion is well defined because all integer p
ers orr, Eq. ~25!, either with positive or negative exponen
are well defined. Also, to second order there is no probl
with the possible noncommutativity of the operatorsr and
dr. Taking Eq.~20! into account we obtain no term of firs
order in dr, as it should,S12 being stationary. The secon
order term is

d~2)S1252
1

2
Tr@r21dr2#<0, ~32!

which proves that a density operator of the form of Eq.~25!
makesS12 a maximum.

In the second step we shall prove that Eq.~25! gives the
maximum value ofS12 compatible with the fixedb, if we
5-4
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ENTROPY INEQUALITIES AND BELL INEQUALITIES . . . PHYSICALREVIEW A 69, 022305 ~2004!
choose the Bell operator to be maximal. In fact, from t
eigenvalues of any Bell operator we may get the funct
Z(l) @see Eqs.~25! and ~12!# in terms of the eigenvalues

Z~l!5exp~lz1!1exp~2lz1!1exp~lz2!1exp~2lz2!

54 coshm coshn,

with m51/2(z11z2), n51/2(z12z2). Hence it is straight-
forward to obtainb andS12 using Eq.~26!, but we omit the
results. This leads to the variational problem of findingz1 ,
z2 , andl which makeS12 a maximum for fixedb @with Eq.
~12! fulfilled#. The solution is z152&, z250, &l
50.881, which corresponds to the density operator of
~27!.

The third step, that is proving thatK1(b)5K1(2b) and
that S12 increases whenubu decreases, is trivial taking into
account Eq.~29!.

Finally, the state given by Eq.~27! saturates the bound o
the theorem, which completes the proof.

The functionS125S12(b), given by Eq.~29!, provides the
upper limit, andS1250 the lower limit, of the region of
compatibility in the$b,S12% plane, this time in terms of von
Neumann’s entropy@compare with Eq.~17!, defining a simi-
lar region in the case of linear entropy#.

Theorem 4. If a two-qubit system is in a state with densi
matrix r, the inequality

S2/11S1/2>4 ln 222& ln~&11!.0.280

in terms of von Neumann entropy, is a sufficient conditi
for the fulfilment of all CHSH inequalities. For any smalle
value, there are states violating the inequalities.

Proof. The previous results suggest that Eq.~27! provides
the density matrix giving the maximum value ofS2/11S1/2
for a given b. Here we show that this is the case by ju
proving thatd (S2/11S1/2) is negative up to second order
dr for that state. We get an equality like Eq.~21!, but in
terms of von Neumann’s entropy, withdS12 given to second
order by Eq.~32! and

dSj52Tr@~r j1dr j !ln~r j1dr j !#1Tr~r j ln r j !

52Tr@dr j
2#1O~dr j

3!, ~33!

where

r15Tr2 r, dr15Tr2~dr!,

and is similar forr2 and dr2 . In the second Eq.~33! we
have taken into account Eqs.~20! and~30!, the latter imply-
ing r j

2152I j and lnrj52ln 2I j . Hence using Eqs.~32! and
~33! we get

d~S2/11S1/2!5Tr@dr1
2#1Tr@dr2

2#2Tr@r21dr2#1O~dr3!.
~34!

Now we use the inequality~23! giving, to second order indr,

d~2)~S2/11S1/2!<Tr@dr2#2Tr@r21dr2#.
02230
n

.

t

The right-hand side may be calculated in a basis of B
states and we obtain

d~2~S2/11S1/2!<(
k51

4

^xkudr2@12r21#uxk&

5 (
k51

4

^xkudr2uxk&@12Z0~l!exp~2ljk!#,

where we have labeleduxk& the Bell states andjk the corre-
sponding eigenvalues,Z0(l) being given by Eq.~28!. We
see that the right-hand side is negative if the following
equality holds for everyk:

Z0~l!exp~2ljk!.1,

and this is true if the inequality is fulfilled, for anyb, for the
largest eigenvaluej152&. A simple calculation proves tha
this is indeed the case, which shows thatS2/11S1/2 presents a
maximum, thus proving the theorem.

It is interesting that, according to this theorem, the seco
implication ~5! does not hold true in the case of the vo
Neumann entropy.

IV. ENTROPY AND LOCAL HIDDEN VARIABLES

I shall finish with a comment about how specific for th
CHSH inequalities are the results here presented, tha
whether they may be extended to other Bell inequalities@i.e.,
inequalities characteristic of local hidden variables~LHV !
models#. The question, stated more generally, is whether
entropy inequalities considered in the previous theorems
sufficient for the existence of LHV models. The answ
seems to be negative, although a more detailed study is
essary. In fact, it is known that the CHSH inequalities a
necessary conditions for the existence of LHV theories,
they are not sufficient. It has been proven that, having cho
four observablesa1 , a2 , b1 , b2 as in Eq.~6!, the fulfilment
of the four CHSH inequalities obtained by changing t
place of the minus sign is a sufficient condition for the ex
tence of a LHV model involving these four observables@11#,
but there are counterexamples proving that the conditio
not sufficient for more than four@12#.

APPENDIX

For the sake of clarityI present here a short rederivatio
of some properties of the Bell operator~see the paper by
Braunsteinet al. @10#!.

The square of the Bell operator~8! may be written, taking
into account that the square of any of the operatorsa1 , a2 ,
b1 , or b2 is the unit operator in the corresponding Hilbe
space,

B254I 1^ I 22@a1 ,b1# ^ @a2 ,b2#.

Now we remember that any operator,a, in a two-dimensional
space having eigenvalues61 may be written in the form

a5a•s,
5-5
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wherea is a unit vector in ordinary, three-dimensional spa
ands the vector of the Pauli matrices. Thus we may writ

B254I 1^ I 214~a1Ãb1!•s1^ ~a2Ãb2!•s2

[4I 1^ I 214ua1Ãb1uua2Ãb2us1z^ s2z ,

where the last expression corresponds to taking refere
frames with thez axis in the directiona1Ãb1 (a2Ãb2) for
the first~second! particle. From the latter representation it
easy to see thatB2 possesses eigenvectors which may
represented, with an obvious notation,
s.

s

02230
e

ce

e

u↑↑& and u↓↓& with the same eigenvalue~j1!2

5~j4!25414ua1Ãb1uua2Ãb2u,

u↑↓& and u↓↑& with the same eigenvalue~j2!2

5~j3!25424ua1Ãb1uua2Ãb2u,

Hence Eqs.~12! and ~9! follow without difficulty.
-
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